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Abstract
Y3Al5O12 (YAG) doped with Ce3+ ions is widely used as a phosphor for the generation of white light in
LEDs. However, the material presents intrinsic drawbacks: (1) a yellow emission band lacking a red
component, leading to a “cold” white light and (2) limited cerium incorporation (~ 3 mol.%), resulting
in poor absorption and thus limiting the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the LED device. In order
to increase phosphor absorption and thus phosphor brightness, we propose here an original strategy
based on the increase of Ce content in a phosphor compound, while preserving a high internal
luminescence quantum yield. For this purpose, we introduce Ce3+-doped Gd3Sc2Al3O12 (GSAG:Ce). Gd3(1x)Ce3xSc2Al3O12 polycrystalline samples were prepared through a solid-state microwave-assisted
reaction, with x varying from 0 to 0.5; Ce3+ ions can be incorporated into the GSAG matrix with a
concentration up to approximately x = 0.18 (i.e. 18 mol.%) without the formation of a parasitic phase.
The maximum emission wavelength is located at 573 nm for a doping concentration of x = 0.1, giving
an orange feature to the emission. The internal luminescence quantum yield (Φ) is 52 % for Ce
concentration up to x = 0.03. The EQE, which is proportional to the product of Φ by the Ce
concentration when considering a thin transparent phosphor layer is predicted to be about 30 %
stronger when using GSAG doped with 10 mol.% Ce (x=0.1), with respect to YAG doped with 2 mol.%
Ce (x=0.02).
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1. Introduction
Yttrium aluminium garnet (YAG) doped with Ce3+ is known as an efficient yellow phosphor with high
internal luminescence quantum yield (>90%) and perfect photostability.1 One of its broad absorption
bands peaks at 450 nm and matches perfectly the blue-emitting LEDs for the generation of white light.
However, the emission wavelength lacks a red component, producing a so-called “cold” white light.
Moreover, the quantity of Ce3+ ions that can be incorporated into the YAG matrix is small due to the
mismatch between the Ce3+ ionic radius (1.143 Å for a coordination number of 8) and the substituted
Y3+ ionic radius (1.019 Å for a coordination number of 8): the maximum concentration is reported as 3
at.% when YAG:Ce is synthesized by solid state reaction.2 This results in a small absorption of the blue
light of the GaN diode, and a large amount of powder or ceramics is required to acquire the appropriate
yellow component from the device. Additional drawbacks include re-absorption and strong scattering
that reduces the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of these white LED devices.
Several strategies have been employed to increase the phosphor absorption. T. Hussain et al. report
the grafting of Au nanoparticles onto YAG nanoparticles in order to enhance absorption via plasmonic
effects.3 Their results indicate a large enhancement of the PL intensity of YAG:Ce after Au nanoparticle
modification. Other groups propose to control the size of YAG grains to limit light back-scattering.4
Another method consists of controlling light propagation within the phosphor film to generate light in
the desired direction.5,6
Herein we investigate a different strategy which consists in increasing the phosphor brightness by
increasing the Ce doping concentration while ensuring that the internal luminescence quantum yield
remains high. For this purpose, we use the Gd3Sc2Al3O12 matrix, also called GSAG, as an alternative to
YAG for the incorporation of the doping ions. GSAG has a larger unit cell parameter than that of YAG
(a = 12.39 Å 7 versus 12.01 Å 2, respectively) that favours the insertion of Ce3+ ions. One would thus
expect a higher solubility of Ce3+ ions into the structure and thus a stronger absorption that could lead
to a higher EQE. In addition, GSAG crystallizes in the garnet structure, which should allow preserving
the spectroscopic properties of Ce3+ in terms of excitation and emission wavelengths. Relatively few
papers report the formation of the GSAG phase. Most report on GSAG doped with Cr3+ for laser
applications,8,9,10 while others utilize GSAG doped with Ce3+ for scintillation applications for conversion
of the γ-rays and neutrons into light.11,12,13 Here we present the synthesis of GSAG:Ce crystalline
powders as well as their structural and optical characteristics. As the goal is to find an alternative to
YAG:Ce for lighting applications, the results obtained on GSAG:Ce will be discussed with respect to
those obtained with YAG:Ce.
2. Experimental methods
2.1. Microwave-assisted GSAG:Ce preparation14
Samples were prepared by mixing Gd2O3 (Alfar Aesa, 99.99%), CeO2 (Cerac, 99.9%), Sc2O3 (Stanford
Materials Corporation, 99.99%), Al2O3 (Sumitomo AKP-50, >99.99%) in stoichiometric proportions for
Gd3(1-x)Ce3xSc2Al3O12 with x=0 , 0.005 , 0.01 , 0.02 , 0.03 , 0.04 , 0.05 , 0.06 , 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 for a total
mass of 1 g. These samples will be referred to as GSAG:xCe in the following. The powders were ground
in an alumina mortar with 5 wt.% BaF2 (Cerac, 99%) and 0.5 wt.% NH4F (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.9%) as flux.
The mixture was decanted into a small alumina crucible and inserted into a larger alumina crucible
filled with 6.5 g of granular carbon (Darco 12 to 20 mesh, Sigma-Aldrich) used as the microwave
susceptor. Both crucibles were capped with an alumina lid. The system was placed in a high
temperature alumina isolator and heated in a domestic microwave oven for 18 min at a power level
between 750 and 850 W.
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2.2 YAG:Ce preparation
The properties of the Ce-doped GSAG are compared to those of the Ce-doped YAG synthesized by solid
state according to the procedure reported in [2]. Briefly, Y2O3, Al2O3 and CeO2 were ground together
with 5% by mass BaF2 and 0.5% by mass NH4F acting as sintering agents. The mixture was then placed
in alumina crucibles and fired at 1500 °C for 5 h in an alumina tube furnace under 0.2 L/min 5% H2/N2
gas flow. Y3(1-x)Ce3xAl5O12 with x=0.01, 0.02 and 0.03 were prepared. These samples are referred to as
YAG:xCe in the following. It is reported that conventional solid state and microwave assisted methods
lead to YAG:Ce compounds with identical structural and optical properties,14 allowing for the direct
comparison of solid state YAG to microwave-assisted GSAG.

2.3 X-Ray diffraction
X-ray diffraction was performed on the GSAG:xCe samples using two different instruments. Samples
where x = 0, 0.005, 0.01 – 0.06, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 were analysed using a Philips XPert diffractometer
(λCu=1.54056 Å). Samples where x = 0.005, 0.03, 0.06, and 0.1 were characterized using the 11-BM
beamline at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory (λ = 0.412154 Å).
Lattice parameters and phase purity was determined through the LeBail method using the GSAS
software package with EXPGUI.15,16,17 Crystal structures were visualized using the VESTA suite of
programs.18 The interatomic distances in YAG and GSAG were calculated using Gretep software.19

2.4 Optical characterization
Luminescence properties were characterized on a Perkin-Elmer LS55 spectrophotometer on pellets.
The pellets were prepared by grinding and pressing 200 mg of KBr (≥99%, FT-IR grade, Sigma-Aldrich)
with 20 mg of every sample. The excitation was measured with an emission wavelength (λem) of 564
nm and by scanning from 300 nm to 540 nm. The emission was collected from 480 nm to 800 nm with
an excitation wavelength (λex) of 450 nm.
To measure the internal luminescence quantum yield, each sample was mixed with silicone GE
RTV615A+B in a 0.2:1 ratio. A drop of the mixture was then deposited on a 1x1 cm quartz slide and
heated at 150°C for 15 min to cure the silicone. The samples were inserted into an integrating sphere
and excited at 457 nm with an Ar laser.
To measure the excited state lifetime as a function of temperature, the powder samples were placed
into a cryostat, where the temperature can be varied from 77 to 873 K, and excited by a 444-nm pulsed
laser. The emission, selected in a 500-600 nm range by two high- and low-pass filters, was collected
into a PhotoMultiplier and amplified. The signal was then histogrammed using a multichannel counter
with a resolution of 800 ps. For details of this experimental set-up and interpretation of the data see
[20].

3. Results
3.1 Increased Ce solubility limit in GSAG
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Figure 1: (a) Crystal structure of Gd3Sc2Al3O12 in the Ia3̅d space group with ScO6 octahedra shown in
maroon, AlO4 tetrahedra in grey, O2- in orange and Gd3+ in charcoal. (b) LeBail fit of the 11-BM data for
Gd2.7Ce0.3Sc2Al3O12 indicates the sample is phase pure and properly indexed by this space group.

The GSAG compound, isostructural with YAG, crystallizes with the cubic garnet structure in Ia3̅d space
group. The structure is constituted of AlO4 tetrahedra, ScO6 octahedra and Gd3+ in an 8-coordinated
site, represented in Figure 1a. In order to determine the purity and lattice parameters of the
synthesized GSAG:xCe samples, powder X-ray diffraction data were recorded utilizing both a
laboratory and synchrotron X-ray source. Figure 1b shows the LeBail fit to the diffraction pattern of
Gd2.7Ce0.3Sc2Al3O12 collected on 11BM, and is representative of the synchrotron data. No impurity
phase was detected for this doping concentration (x = 0.1).
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Figure 2: (a) Laboratory powder X-Ray diffraction patterns of Gd3(1-x)Ce3xSc2Al3O12 for x varying from 0
to 0.5. The peaks indicated with * correspond to the CeAlO3 perovskite phase. (b) Evolution of the unit
cell parameter a of the GSAG:xCe phase as a function of the Ce concentration x, determined from X-ray
laboratory source (black square) or synchrotron (maroon open circle).
Laboratory X-ray diffraction data collected on Ce doping concentration x = 0, 0.005, 0.01 – 0.06, 0.1,
0.2, and 0.5 are shown in Figure 2a. In order to determine the maximum Ce concentration in GSAG,
the evolution of the unit cell parameter a was studied as a function of the cerium concentration (Figure
2b). From x=0 to x=0.1, a varies linearly with x, as predicted by Vegard’s law. For x=0.2 and 0.5, the
value of a slightly increases, but deviates from Vegard-like behavior. This is correlated with the
appearance of a secondary CeAlO3 perovskite phase, indicated by * in Figure 2a. At these doping levels,
Ce3+ does not enter the GSAG matrix and favors the formation of the perovskite phase. From this study,
the limit of Ce solubility in the GSAG matrix is estimated to be close to 18 mol. %. This value is about 6
times higher than in the YAG matrix synthesized by solid state chemistry. For x varying from 0 to 0.1,
only the GSAG phase is detected. For x=0.2, a small amount of the perovskite phase CeAlO3 is visible,
and for x=0.5, CeAlO3 is the main phase observed.

3.2 Spectroscopic properties of Ce3+ in GSAG
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Figure 3: (a) Excitation and emission spectra of GSAG:0.02Ce (black line) and YAG:0.02Ce (maroon line).
The excitation spectra were recorded with an λem of 564 nm (GSAG:Ce) and 546 nm (YAG:Ce). The
emission spectra were recorded with λex of 450 nm (GSAG:Ce) and 457 nm (YAG:Ce). Evolution of the
(b) emission and (c) excitation peak position and of the (d) excitation peak FWHM as a function of the
doping concentration x in Gd3(1-x)Ce3xSc2Al3O12.

The excitation and emission spectra of GSAG:0.02Ce and YAG: 0.02Ce samples are presented in Figure
3a, with λem = 564 nm and 546 nm, λex = 450 nm and 457 nm, respectively. The peak shape of both
spectra is the signature of Ce3+ ions. The two excitation peaks, at approximately 340 nm and 450 nm,
correspond to the 4f→5d (²B1g) and 4f→5d(²A1g) transitions, and the broad emission peak in the yellow
range is associated to the 5d (²A1g) →4f transition. However, for the same Ce concentration of x = 0.02,
the maximum of the main excitation peak of the GSAG is blue shifted (451 nm) compared to YAG (466
nm), while the maximum of the emission peak is slightly shifted to the red range (563 nm in GSAG
compared to 561 nm in YAG).
The evolution of the maximum of the excitation and emission peak in Ce-doped GSAG, as well as the
excitation peak FWHM, can be followed throughout the entire doping range of x (Figure 3b-c). The
maximum of the emission peak significantly shifts towards the higher emission wavelength (Δλ ~ 10
nm) as x increases, while the excitation peak remains at approximately the same position. However,
the FWHM increases significantly with increasing Ce content. Note that this line broadening is
asymmetrical, with a main broadening at longer wavelength. The observed optical properties arise
from inter-configurational 4f5d transitions of Ce3+, which are sensitive to the crystal field splitting of
the Ce3+ ion. Changes in the coordination environment of Ce induce changes in the crystal field, and
thus a variation of the position of the excitation and emission bands. It has previously been reported
that an increase of the radius of the ion in the dodecahedral site induces a lattice distortion, leading
6

to an increased splitting of the 5d levels and resulting in a red shift of the emission.21,22 This is consistent
with the red shift observed from YAG to GSAG as the ionic radius of Y3+ (1.019 Å for CN=8) is smaller
than the one of Gd3+ (1.053 Å in CN=8), as well as the evolution of the emission band position with the
increase of the Ce content as the ionic radius of Gd3+ is smaller than that of Ce3+ (1.143 Å in CN=8). The
broadening of the excitation band prevents the observation of the red shift as expected.22 This
broadening with Ce concentration could result from inhomogeneous broadening of the crystal field
due to distortions and also from possible effects of non-linear absorption dependence.

Figure 4: (a) CIE chromaticity diagram of potential devices utilizing YAG:0.02Ce and GSAG:0.1Ce. The
lines correspond to simulated colors produced by mixing the emission of a blue LED with different
quantities of YAG:0.02Ce powder (maroon line) or GSAG:0.1Ce powder (black line). The black curve
corresponds to the black body radiation. (b) Emission spectra of YAG:0.02Ce and GSAG:0.1Ce for further
comparison.

The red shift associated with Ce doping of the GSAG matrix is highly beneficial for the generation of
warmer white light. The combination of a blue GaN diode with YAG:Ce phosphors leads to a cold white
light, encouraging people to search for red emitting phosphors.23,24,25 However, a redshift in the
emission maximum was observed with both the replacement of Y3+ with Gd3+ and the substitution of
Ce3+. The light color resulting from mixing blue and yellow emission generated either by YAG:0.02Ce
or by GSAG:0.1Ce was estimated for different amounts of phosphor powder and plotted as
Commission International de l’Éclairage (CIE) coordinates (Figure 4a) to evaluate the potential of
GSAG:Ce phosphors for warm white light generation. Note that this evaluation does not take into
account the non-flat excitation spectrum of GSAG:Ce nor the re-absorption effects. The red component
of the GSAG:Ce emission shifts the calculated CIE coordinates towards warmer white light, which
corresponds to approximately 3000 K.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. (a) Evolution of the luminescence quantum yield of YAG:xCe and GSAG:xCe as a function of Ce
content x. The quantum yield calculated from the excited state lifetimes [GSAG:xCe (calc)] are shown
as empty diamonds. (b) Ce3+ excited state lifetimes for Gd3(1-x)Ce3xSc2Al3O12 samples where x= 0.03, 0.04,
0.06 and 0.1.

The internal luminescence quantum yield (Φ) of GSAG:xCe and YAG:xCe is illustrated in Figure 5a as a
function of x, where Φ is defined as the ratio of the number of the emitted photons over the number
of the absorbed photons and is determined using an integrating sphere. For both compounds, the
evolution is typical of inorganic powdered phosphors, with a maximum value at the low Ce
concentrations, followed by a decrease at higher concentrations due to concentration quenching. This
decrease is particularly visible in the case of GSAG:Ce as the Ce doping range is much wider than in the
case of YAG:Ce. YAG:Ce is well-known for its high quantum yield, with values above 80 %. Note that
commercially available YAG:Ce micron-sized powder can even reach an internal luminescence
quantum yield of 95 %. The observed quantum yield of GSAG:Ce is lesser, with a maximum value of 52
% for a doping concentration of x = 0.03.
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Lifetime measurements were performed on Gd3(1-x)Ce3xSc2Al3O12 as a function of x and the decay curves
are presented on Figure 5b. The decay time values are presented in Table 1. At low Ce concentration
(x = 0.03), the decay curve is single-exponential, evidencing a rather homogeneous distribution of Ce
in the GSAG network. As the concentration increases, the decay curves tend to be bi-exponential with
a characteristic decay at short times corresponding to Ce-Ce pairs or small clusters.26 In that case, an
average decay time <τ> is evaluated at 25 ns, by taking into account the relative contribution (A1 and
A2) of the decay constants τ1 and τ2 (Table 1).
Samples
Decay time (ns)
GSAG:0.03Ce
τ1 = 39 ns
GSAG:0.04Ce
τ1 = 33 ns
GSAG:0.05Ce
τ1 = 30 ns
GSAG:0.06Ce
τ1 = 28 ns
GSAG:0.10Ce
τ1 = 10 ns, A1 = 0.28 and τ2 = 31 ns A2 = 0.72
Table 1: Lifetimes of the Ce3+ excited state in GSAG:xCe. For low concentration samples, a singleexponential fitting (exp(-t/τ1)) was performed, whereas for the most concentrated sample, a biexponential fitting (A1 exp(-t/τ1) + A2 exp(-t/τ2)) was necessary.
The lifetime τ of Ce3+ excited state can be correlated to the internal luminescence quantum yield Φ
𝜏
through the following expression: 𝛷 = 𝜏 (Eq. 1) where τr corresponds to the radiative lifetime.27
𝑟

Considering the GSAG sample doped with 3 mol.% Ce, for which the decay curve is single-exponential,
and correlating its values of Φ and τ, one can determine the value of τr : τr = 84 ns. In YAG, the radiative
lifetime of Ce3+ is 65 ns.28 This difference can be explained by the difference of refractive index between
the two materials (1.84 for YAG29 and 1.93 for GSAG30 at 500 nm) as τr can be written as
𝜆2

1
𝜏𝑟

=

0
𝑓(𝐸𝐷) 𝑛(𝑛2 +2)
2.

Once τr is determined, the theoretical values of Φ for other doping concentrations can be deduced
using Eq. 1, and are reported in Figure 5a (empty diamonds). Good agreement is found between the
measured quantum yield Φ and the quantum yield obtained from the lifetime values.
The excited state lifetime τ was measured as a function of temperature for YAG:0.02Ce, GSAG:0.02Ce
and GSAG:0.1Ce, as reported in Figure 6. This is a well-known method to study the temperature
quenching of the emission, as the radiative lifetime of an allowed transition is usually not affected by
the temperature change, thus the shortening of the luminescence lifetime indicates the appearance
of new non radiative paths.31,32 In YAG:0.02Ce, τ remains constant on a broad temperature range (100400 K), in accordance with the study published by V. Bachmann et al. who report constant values of τ
up to 480 K for YAG:0.01Ce and up to 440 K for YAG:0.033Ce.33 In GSAG:0.02Ce and GSAG:0.1Ce, the
quenching temperature is much lower as τ decreases when the temperature is above 225 K. This
behaviour is similar to the one of Y3Sc2AlGa2O12 doped with 0.5mol.% Ce.34
To explain the evolution of luminescence with increasing temperature, the position of the lowest
excited states (5d1 and 5d2) of Ce3+ with respect to the host conduction band should be considered. J.
Ueda et al. recently reported the energy level diagrams of YAG:Ce35 and show the 5d1 and 5d2 levels of
Ce3+ are situated inside the energy gap of the YAG matrix, at respectively 0.50 eV and 0.08 eV below
the conduction band. The mechanism of thermal ionization from the 5d1 level has been determined to
occur at temperatures higher than 300°C (573 K). In GSAG:Ce, no data has been presented in the
literature to our knowledge. As we observed a red-shift of the emission, attributed to a stronger
crystal-field splitting, we expect a 5d1 level situated at a lower energy in the band gap of the GSAG
matrix. At the same time, the band gap of GSAG is approximately 6.3 eV13, smaller than that of YAG
9

(6.5 eV)35. To study in more detail the photo-ionization process and the temperature quenching,
photoconductivity measurements should be performed; however this is beyond the scope of this
paper.

Figure 6. Evolution of the excited state lifetime of Ce3+ in YAG:0.02Ce, GSAG:0.02Ce and GSAG:0.1Ce
with temperature.

4. Discussion
YAG and GSAG compounds crystallize in a cubic structure belonging to the Ia3̅d space group. The
structure is composed of AlO4 tetrahedra, AlO6 or ScO6 octahedra, and Y3+ or Gd3+ in a 8-coordinated
site. When doping the YAG matrix with Ce3+ ions, the Ce3+ occupy the Y3+ site.2 The difference of ionic
radius between Y3+ (rY3+=1.019 Å for CN=8) and Ce3+ (rce3+=1.143 Å for CN=8) is of importance, with a
difference of about 12%. Consequently, despite having the same charge state, Ce3+ ions cannot
substitute more than 3 mol. % for the Y3+ ions. In GSAG, the size of Gd3+ ions (rGd3+=1.053 Å in CN=8) is
slightly bigger than the one of Y3+, which facilitates the insertion of Ce3+ ions in the lattice. In addition,
in GSAG, Sc3+ ions are larger (rsc3+=0.75 Å for CN=6) than Al3+ ions (rAl3+=0.54 Å for CN=6), which
contributes to an overall larger lattice and as a result the increased solubility of Ce3+ in GSAG compared
to YAG.
In order to understand more deeply the large incorporation of Ce3+ in GSAG, interatomic distances
were considered. We specifically focused on the metal (Y or Gd) site, which is the site occupied by the
10

luminescent doping ion. The Y—O (resp. Gd-O) distances and O···O distances (polyhedron edges) were
obtained from literature structures36,7 using the Gretep software.19 Those distances were compared to
theoretical values obtained by Y-N. Xu et al. through local-density calculations.37 A good agreement is
found between the experimental and theoretical reports (Table 2).
Interatomic distances and bond number in
YAG
Using Gretep
From
[37]
2.303 Å x 4
2.303 Å
Y—O distances
2.438 Å x 4
2.438 Å
O···O
distances
in
the
1st
coordination
sphere of Y

2.631 Å x 4
2.717 Å x 2
2.855 Å x 4
2.936 Å x 2

2.658 Å
2.696 Å
2.837 Å
-

Interatomic distances and bond number in
GSAG
Using Gretep
From [37]
Gd—O
distances
O···O
distances in
the
1st
coordination
sphere of Gd

2.371 Å x 4
2.478 Å x 4

2.371 Å
2.479 Å

2.704 Å x 2
2.814 Å x 4
2.856 Å x 4
2.953 Å x 2

2.705 Å
2.815 Å
2.852 Å
-

Table 2: Interatomic distances in YAG and GSAG from literature structures,36,7 calculated using Gretep software19
and compared with theoretical values from [37]. The O···O distances correspond to the distances between oxygen
atoms in the first coordination sphere of Y (resp. Gd) in YAG (resp. GSAG).

The first coordination sphere around Y (resp. Gd) in YAG (resp. GSAG) is represented in Figure 7. In
YAG, short oxygen-oxygen distances are found: dO-O = 2.631 Å, which corresponds to an edge shared
with an AlO6 octahedron, and dO-O = 2.717 Å, which corresponds to an edge shared with an AlO4
tetrahedron. Those distances are smaller than the sum of two rO2- (with rO2-=1.38 Å), indicating that Y
is in a compressed site, in accordance with the experimental results obtained in [13]. The average
oxygen-oxygen distance for the metal site is 2.77 Å. In GSAG, the shortest oxygen-oxygen distance
(2.704 Å) corresponds to an edge shared with an AlO4 tetrahedron. The edges shared with the ScO6
octahedra present longer oxygen-oxygen distances (2.814 Å and 2.856 Å), which can be explained by
the size of Sc3+ (rsc3+=0.75 Å in CN=6), larger than Al3+ (rAl3+=0.54 Å in CN=6). The average oxygen-oxygen
distance for the metal site is 2.83 Å, i.e. 2.0 % larger than in YAG. Hence, in GSAG, the metal site is less
compressed than in YAG, explaining the higher solubility of Ce.
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Figure 7. Representation of (a) the Y site in YAG with bond distances 1 = 2.631 Å, 2 = 2.717 Å, 3 = 2.855 Å, and 4
= 2.936 Å and (b) the Gd sit in GSAG with bond distances 1 = 2.856 Å, 2 = 2.704 Å, 3 = 2.814 Å, and 4 = 2.953 Å.

The work on GSAG:Ce was initiated in order to investigate the potential of this compound to
demonstrate a higher external quantum efficiency (EQE) than YAG:Ce. The direct measurement of the
EQE is difficult as it does depend on the phosphor concentration and packaging. A few papers report
EQE measurements using a double-integrating sphere, allowing an accurate measurement.38 The EQE
is defined as the ratio of the emitted photons Nem over the number of incident photons Ninc:
𝐸𝑄𝐸 =

𝑁𝑒𝑚
𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑐

(Eq. 1)

Nem is related to the internal quantum yield Φ by the equation:
𝑁𝑒𝑚 = 𝛷 𝑁𝑎𝑏𝑠 (Eq. 2)
Where Nabs is the number of absorbed photons. We consider the case of a transparent phosphor layer.
In that case, Nabs can be written as:
𝑁𝑎𝑏𝑠 = 𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 − 𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 (Eq. 3)
and is proportional to:
𝑥 𝑁𝐴 𝑑 𝑡 𝜎
)−
𝑀

𝑁𝑎𝑏𝑠 ~ 𝐼0 (1 − exp (

𝑅)

(Eq. 4)

I0 is the incident light intensity, i.e. proportional to Ninc, x is the Ce concentration in mol.%, NA is the
Avogadro number, d is the phosphor density in g.cm-3, t its phosphor thickness in cm, M its molar
weight in g.mol-1, σ is the absorption cross-section of Ce3+ and R is a constant describing the reflection
rate. In the approximation of a thin transparent phosphor layer, defined by the product (

𝑥 𝑁𝐴 𝑑 𝑡 𝜎
) <<
𝑀

1 (i.e. t < 40 µm for x = 0.1 in GSAG), which is a geometry more and more explored thanks to its limited
scattering rate,39,40 it can be written:
𝑥 𝑁𝐴 𝑑 𝑡 𝜎
𝑀

𝐸𝑄𝐸~𝛷(

− 𝑅)

(Eq. 5)
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Taking into account the values of Φ (Fig. 5a), the density of YAG and GSAG (4.56 g/cm3 41 and 5.72
g/cm3 42 resp.), their molar weight (593 g/mol and 834 g/mol resp.) and considering a constant
reflection rate R for all samples, the theoretical EQE was calculated for Gd3(1-x)Ce3xSc2Al3O12 and Y3(1x)Ce3xAl5O12 and is reported in Figure 7 as a function of x. Note that the value of x taken for this
calculation is the nominal concentration. According to Figure 2, showing that the unit cell parameter
of GSAG:xCe perfectly follows the Vegard’s law for x varying between 0 and 0.1, this seems to be
appropriate.
The expected EQE with YAG:Ce is higher than that of GSAG:Ce at the same Ce concentration. However,
a maximum EQE is obtained for GSAG:0.1Ce, a doping level which cannot be achieved in YAG due to
the solubility limit of Ce3+ in YAG. At this level of Ce-doping, the generation of photons is approximately
30% more than YAG:0.02Ce, assuming the same amount of phosphor is used. The evolution of the
calculated EQE curve of GSAG:xCe is not linear. In particular, one can notice a slow down for x = 0.06
and a high EQE value for x = 0.1. This behaviour results from the fact that GSAG:0.06Ce and GSAG:0.1Ce
exhibit similar intrinsic quantum yield (Figure 5) but the doping concentration is 40% higher in
GSAG:0.1Ce. Note that all these calculations are valid under the approximation of thin transparent
phosphor layers. For an experimental proof, it would be necessary to work with a non-conventional
geometry, where GSAG:Ce or YAG:Ce phosphors would not be encapsulated inside an epoxy dome but
would form a transparent thin layer (thickness < 40 µm for GSAG:0.1Ce according to the calculations
explained above).

0

0.02
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.10
x in Gd3(1-x)Ce3xSc2Al3O12 and Y3(1-x)Ce3xAl5O12

Figure 8. Evolution of the calculated EQE corresponding to the product of Φ and the Ce concentration
x in Gd3(1-x)Ce3xSc2Al3O12 and Y3(1-x)Ce3xAl5O12 as a function of x. While YAG possesses a higher EQE than
GSAG at the same doping level, the highest EQE is achieved for GSAG:0.10Ce, a doping level which
cannot be realized in YAG.
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5. Conclusion
Thanks to its intrinsic crystal structure and more specifically a large metal site (GdO8 polyhedron),
Gd3Sc2Al3O12 can incorporate up to 18 mol.% Ce3+, i.e. up to six times more than YAG where the metal
site is more compressed. With doping concentration of 10 mol.% Ce3+, a thin transparent layer of
GSAG:Ce phosphors should exhibit an external quantum yield 30% higher than the corresponding layer
of YAG:Ce. Such layers, with a typical thickness of 40 µm, could be prepared using GSAG:Ce
nanoparticles, which will be considered in future work.
This study, presented in the case of phosphors for white LED-based lighting, highlights the fact that the
figure of merit is not always the material internal quantum yield. If a limited quantity of matter is to
be used, the key factor is the material brightness, i.e. the EQE. So, going beyond the case of GSAG,
whose applicability is limited by a lower temperature quenching than YAG, this study evidences that
research for improved phosphor performance can be driven by the compromise between a high
internal quantum yield and a high activator concentration leading to the optimal EQE efficiency. An
interesting question that remains open is to determine whether a crystal structure could reconcile a
high doping concentration with a high internal quantum yield.
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